SimCapture
A learning management solution for healthcare
simulation and education
SimCapture allows you to effectively manage, record, and assess simulation training, both on-site and in-situ. Capture audio,
video, annotations, patient monitors, and simulator data in a single web-based interface.
The solution enables medical schools, nursing schools, and hospitals to deliver high-quality training, education, and quality
improvement programs.
Over 500 healthcare institutions in more than 35 countries use SimCapture to generate reports and statistics on
performance and trends to improve administration, track usage, and learning outcomes. And, since SimCapture is
mobile-friendly, you can do this anywhere and anytime.
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ENTERPRISE

CCM

Ideal for new or smaller
simulation centers seeking
an affordable solution to
record, debrief and track
simulation learning.

For larger or more
established simulation
centers that need to
manage, assess and report
on departments, learners
and events.

The Central Control
Module is ideal for
standardized patient
programs and interdisciplinary simulation
centers utilizing OSCEs
that require large-scale
workflow automation.

Synchronized capture of multiple camera angles

✔

✔

✔

Simulator data capture and visualization

✔

✔

✔

Use your mobile device to record sessions and do debriefings

✔

✔

✔

Medical device capture (EKG, Ultrasound, EMR)

✔

✔

✔

Learner and faculty tracking and portfolios

✔

✔

✔

Center sign-in directs and tracks users

✔

✔

✔

Video annotation and session self-reflection

✔

✔

✔

Debrief from anywhere using just a browser

✔

✔

✔

Learner, faculty and facility usage reports

✔

✔

✔

Customizable scenarios, roles, and permissions

✔

✔

✔

Flexible and scalable - one room or many

✔

✔

✔

Secure, mobile-friendly and cloud-based

✔

✔

✔

Single Sign-On module

✔

✔

✔

Best-in-class training and support

✔

A Scalable Platform

PRO

✔

✔

Checklist builder and custom assessments

✔

✔

Courses and curriculum tracking

✔

✔

Learner driven scenarios for P2P and Self-recorded training

✔

✔

Robust suite of assessment and course performance reports

✔

✔

Scheduling and reservation request process

✔

✔

Resource tracking and reporting

✔

✔

Manage many rooms or floors at once

✔

Get automated OSCE exam flows and extensive reports

✔

Remote OSCEs with no 3rd party requirements

✔

Utilize integrated and customizable EMR

✔

Services:

We are committed to helping our users and
instructors gain the knowledge and insights they need
to best use our SimCapture solution. That’s why we
offer an extensive Implementation Service package,
including Technical Installation and Educational Services.
Our Educational Services offer both on-site
instructor-led courses as well as virtual sessions
to ensure your training is at your convenience.

ORDERING INFORMATION:
227-00950
227-10950
227-20950

SimCapture Pro Cloud (Annual Subscription)
SC Ent Cloud, (Annual Subscription)
SC Ent + CCM Cloud (Annual Subscription)

Subscription includes: 1 node, hardware (node) repair or replacement if needed, latest
software updates, access to SimCapture app (where available), and access to two
on-line consultative sessions to ensure successful usage of the solution.

Audio/ Video Solution:

Laerdal offers turn-key solutions that include
predesigned Audio/Video packages to fit your needs.
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